Face to Face/
MiantoMain
Experimental project in Bern, the first location of the
project «A.E.» - «Art Expanded».
Official Website: www.miantomain.net

While art is limitless and open, all people or things involved
by the art platform will be boundlessly transformed. Cultural exchange will be presented in two bathtubs in a macroscopical way. From the view-point of its interior structure and
traditional functions, following questions can be asked:
Question:
What can two bathtubs do?
Answers:
1. It is a small space consisting of two parts.
2. Having a mute, quiet and isolated atmosphere.

In Switzerland, farmers use bathtubs to provide water for their cattle. This unusual way of use made me
aware that conventions and functions can change and that nothing is unchangeable. As the sketch on
the right side: A bathtub with a bulb, a window and a wooden board (for sitting inside) can be transformed to become an art piece as well as a space! The focus on the process as a form of transformation
is to give importance to what we possibly approve or neglect. The project «Face to Face» places an
emphasis on the change of diverse identities of people who will be involved in the project. As well as the
surrounding spaces that influences the art piece.

Part I, 28. April 2011 Location: Library of Hochschule der Künste Bern

Part II, 11. - 25. August 2011
Location: Gallery Béatrice Brunner, Bern

Part III, 8. - 17. September 2011
Location: Stadttheater Bern

A private single space representing an art piece is an
interesting proposal for a librarian. The idea was to let
a librarian select their favorite books and change them
regularly. She(he) will be totally free to install a collection inside and act as an artist as well as a curator.
The bathtubs were located in the library of HKB and
taken care by the librarian Monika Wirthner. She
said(original): Ausgewählt Lektüre: Comics, Zeitungen,
Zeitschiften = sogenannte, “Minutenlektüre”, weil man
nicht lange in diesem Raum verweilt. Innenarchitektur:
kleine Räume, weil der Raum klein ist!
Her selections: Books, Magazines, Newspapers,
Chocolates, Pillow.
Details Books: - «Grosse Ideen für klein Räume»,
Conran Terence, 2006
- «500 ideas for small spaces», Santos Quartino
Daniela, 2007
- «Platz da?» 144S, 2008
- «Kleine Wohnungen», 2010
- «Carnet de voyage», Thompson Craig, 2005, 224 S.
- «Kratochvil», Mahler Nicolas, Comic, 2002
- «Vater und Sohn», Ohser Erich, Comic
- «Comic», Fuchs Wolfgang, 1976
- «Comic-Handbuch», Fuchs Wolfgang, 1978
- «Tingram», Joan Pere, Comic, 2001
- «Die», Peanuts-Werkausgabe”, Comic, 2006
- «Hergé», 2006
Magazines: «Artform», «Art»(Das Kunstmagazin), «du»
Newspapers: «La liberté», «Neue Bürcher Beitung»

To choose an art gallery as an enclosed surrounding
puts an emphasis on its social position and its function. In the article of Daniel Buren Redux «The Function of the Gallery», he assumed two points:

In this part, a sound installation «Shell Roar» - «Muschelrauschen» is presented in the Stadttheater of
Bern. Due to the participation of the special event:
Musical Festival «Flucht», the artist had to think about
the inside structure as well as the outside surrounding
situation and its own signification: «Face to Face» and
«Flucht» taking place in the Stadttheater. The chosen
site has an impact on the content of the work and on
what kind of public will face the art piece.
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1. To sell the work of makers.
2. To educate the public and promote the work of
makers they represent, as well as representing the
field in general.
Galleries receive visitors who are interested in art and
their spaces are mostly fixed, but the contents are variable and flexible.
For the opening, a young Swiss artist Leo Hofmann
presented his art piece «Membran» in the two bathtubs. In his installation, various voices can be heard
from four small speakers mounted on the surface of
the bathtubs. The voices make non-semantic sounds
such as humming, tongue clicking or whistling. In addition to the voices, the fixtures also emit a stream of
air which is connected to the voices and makes them
come alive. In the narrow space of the bathtubs, the
intimate and sensual experience conjures up the security of a place protected from the outside world.

Because of the importance of the surrounding, a precise scene has been selected. The art piece «Shell
Roar» is all about the experiences and remembrance
of the sea, especially, the sounds, as well as the feeling of the wind. The modified headphones are able
to imitate these tactical experiences through a stream
of air going through the two ear-shells of the headphones. The composition for the headphones does
mainly carry voices that are recorded while blowing in
to the microphone.
The website of the project «Face to Face» will continue to accompany the project to travel in divers locations and will represent an essential part of the project.

